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Agenda 

Recap 

Guiding Principles and Districts 

Focus Areas Overview 

Focus Area Jane St. South + 

Focus Area Finch Ave. 

Focus Area Norfinch 

Focus Area Intersection 

Open Discussion 



Guiding Principles and Districts 
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Policy Directions 
from Ideas Report 

Create new parks, prioritizing areas with lower parkland 
provision rates and areas with walkability gaps. 

Protect the Black Creek Ravine, invest in improvements to the 
trail system and crossings, and connect Jane and Finch to the 

City’s wider ravine system. 

Make parks and public spaces inclusive, welcoming, 
accessible, safe, and fun. 

Work with community members to evaluate the quality and 
function of parks and public realm and determine what and 

where improvements should be prioritized. 

Explore opportunities to celebrate Indigenous cultures and 
histories in public spaces. 

Centre equity in planning for mobility in Jane and Finch. 

Create a more walkable Jane and Finch. 

Improve conditions for cycling. 

Introduce Travel Demand Management approaches to 
encourage sustainable transportation choices. 

Create appropriately-scaled development blocks for large 
sites that encourage walkability with a network of streets, 

parks, mid-block connections and interior concourses. 

Design streets in Mixed Use Areas as commercial main streets 
with housing above shops, providing convenient and walkable 
opportunities for local shopping and public gathering spaces, 
locations for small businesses to start up and thrive, and local 

employment opportunities. 

Strengthen the commercial core of Jane and Finch and 
encourage opportunities for local-serving retail and service 

uses to thrive. 
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  Leading with Equity and Resilience 
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  Leading with Equity and Resilience 
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Working  on Recommendations,  Policies,  and Guidelines  



    Working on Recommendations, Policies, and Guidelines 

>

GREENING 

>

MOVING 

>

BUILDING 
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Greening 
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The “greenness” of  Jane and  Finch  
today is anchored by its significant 
green  assets, as big and  expansive 
as the Black Creek  Ravine, to small  
playgrounds  and sports fields  
throughout  the neighbourhood.  

In addition to  parks, the  
neighbourhood  is also home to  
several community  gardens and  
urban  agriculture initiatives, from 
the Black Creek  Community  Farm to  
local food  justice  activism. The  Finch  
Hydro corridor and landscaped 
edges framing  streets like Jane 
Street also add  to  the overall green  
character  of the  neighbourhood 
today.   

LEGEND 



  
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

 
 
 
 
 

 

Greening 
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LEGEND 

Big Moves include: 

• Create new parks and squares 

• Create central squares at the 
intersection of Jane and Finch 

• Celebrate the Hub as a new 
Anchor in the neighbourhood 

• Protect Green Spines 

• Embody histories – Indigenous 
heritage and cultural 
placekeeping 

• Improve our parks today 



Greening 
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Moving and Getting Around 
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Mobility is evolving in Jane and 
Finch, from its car-dominated roots 
as a post-war suburb into a multi-
modal hub, especially with the 
incoming Finch West LRT project. 

The new LRT will provide the 
community faster and more reliable 
transportation options, making it 
easier for residents to travel within 
the neighbourhood, and throughout 
the city. In addition to transit, 
many residents bike and walk 
through the neighbourhood today, 
as their main means of 
transportation to school, work, and 
to access the amenities they need. 

LEGEND 



 

  
 

 
 
  

 

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

Moving and Getting Around 

Big Moves include: 

• Enhance safety by legitimizing 
existing movement patterns 

• Facilitate traffic calming 

• Integrate Finch West LRT 

• Make travelling and accessing 
the ravine a pleasant and 
comfortable experience 

• Make getting to transit easier 
and safer 

• Support cycling 
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 Moving and Getting Around 
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Building a Complete Community 

FINCH AVE 

The neighbourhood today was 
largely developed as a product of 
the 1950s to 1970s, with a range of 
building types, from single family 
homes to high-rise apartment 
buildings. As Jane Finch continues to 
grow, especially with and around 
new transit, it is important that the 
built form and land uses support the 
diverse needs and aspirations of its 
residents. 

Both residential and non-residential 
amenities – schools, commercial and 
retail spaces, community centres, 
recreational opportunities – need to 
be accommodated while preserving 
and enhancing the neighbourhood’s 
unique cultural identity. 



  

    

 
   

   
 

 
 
 

 

Building a Complete Community 

FINCH AVE 

Big Moves today: 

• Create complete, mixed-use 
communities 

• Maintain the retail heart of Jane 
and Finch 

• Evolve from a car-centric past 
into a more walkable, bikeable, 
and transit-accessible Jane and 
Finch 

• Support incremental growth with 
a phasing strategy 



    

    

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

District Overview 

Districts are defined by a number of characteristics: 
• Existing physical context 
• Building type and height 
• Lot sizes 
• Proximity to transit 
• Areas where growth is already anticipated, 

encouraged, or already in the pipeline: 
• Smaller scale of change 
• Larger scale of change 
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Focus Area Overview 

Focus Areas are where conceptual plans and 
massings were developed to test for contextual fit 
and to understand what scales of development are 
appropriate: 

1 

3 

2 

4 

How could we support the Jane Street South 
urbanization of Jane Street 
and Finch Avenue into more 
inclusive, walkable, transit-Finch Avenue supportive mixed-use 
streets? 

Norfinch 
How might Mixed Use Areas support and encourage job 
growth and community-serving uses while transforming 
into inclusive, walkable, transit-supportive places? 

The Intersection 
How could the core of the study area transform over time 
into an inclusive, walkable, transit-supportive complete 
community with local-serving shops, employment 
opportunities, and services? 
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Finch Ave. 

Firgrove Cres. 

Eddystone Ave. 
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Jane St. South + 
Finch Ave. District 
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Jane St. South + Finch Ave. District 

What’s There Today: 

• Mix of building types – mix of building 
types i.e. midrise buildings, postwar tower 
in the park, low rise townhomes and 
apartment complexes, and high density 
proposals 

• Well connected by transit – the TTC bus 
service along Jane provides good north-
south connectivity whereas the LRT on 
Finch provides east-west connectivity 

• Landscaped setbacks along Jane St. – 
large swaths of grass and turf that lack 
variety in planting and programming line 
Jane St 
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Jane St. South + Finch Ave. District 

Vision: 

Predominantly ‘tower in the park’, this area along Jane Street 
and Finch Avenue would evolve to include new or infill mid-rise 
and tall buildings. The soft landscaping and generous setbacks 
would be preserved with new developments, creating a north-
south green ‘spine’ through the neighbourhood. East-west 
green connections and new public realm spaces would connect 
pedestrians from the street into the neighbourhoods. This area 
could include ground-floor retail in buildings along Jane Street. 
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Varied 
setbacks? 

How do mid-block 
connections function 

with parking, 
servicing, loading? 

Jane St. South 
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Podium heights? 



 
 

 
 

Finch  Ave. District 
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Continuous 
streetwall or direct 

connections to 
street network 

behind? 
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Finch Ave. Finch Ave. 

Potsdam Rd. Potsdam Rd. 
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Yellowstone St. Yellowstone St. 



Norfinch District 
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Norfinch District 

What’s There Today: 

• Diverse Uses – mix of building types and 
primarily non-residential uses along both 
sides of Norfinch Drive 

• Deep Lots – Lots as deep as 180m with 
narrow frontages on Norfinch Drive (40m) 

• Parking – Large surface parking lots and 
drop-off areas throughout, with many 
access points for cars from Norfinch 

• Proximity to Highway – The western 
edge of the district is Highway 400 
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Norfinch District 

Vision: 

Bounded by the highway, the hydro corridor, and direct access 
to the LRT stop, this institutional-commercial area would see 
new redevelopment in tall and mid-rise buildings. The tallest 
buildings would frame the highway edge, serving as the 
western gateway of the neighbourhood. As a mixed-use node, 
this area would continue to have non-residential uses such as 
hotel, retail, offices, and medical facilities integrated in new 
development. 
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How should we 
shape the heights? 

How to leverage city 
owned parcel to 

facilitate comprehensive 
block planning ? 

Where do existing 
uses go? 

  
 

   
Norfinch District 

How to create better 
connections/synergy with 
the Employment areas to 

the north? 

Finch Ave, 
27 

How can we 
mitigate the 

impacts of the 
highway? 



The Intersection 
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The Intersection 

What’s There Today: 

• Large Sites – some of the largest blocks in 
the neighbourhood with low lot coverage 
and density. 

• Retail – Jane Finch Mall, Yorkgate Mall, 
and Norfinch Shopping Centre are 
clustered in this intersection and provide 
community and culturally-specific retail 
needs, jobs for local residents, and a 
space for community to gather and 
socialize indoors. 

• Corner Commons – a pop up public space 
designed and built through efforts of 
community-led advocacy. 

• Parking – lots of surface parking with 
multiple curb cuts and access points for 
cars along all the edges of the sites 
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The Intersection 

Vision: 

These three large mall and plaza sites are 
anticipated to experience the largest 
scale of change, with redevelopment 
phased over time and direct access to the 
Finch West LRT. New streets, parks, and 
blocks would create a more walkable 
network for pedestrians and cyclists, 
with new mixed-use density in the form 
of mid-rise and tall buildings. New retail 
main streets would allow the intersection 
to maintain its role as the commercial 
and social heart of the community. 
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What is the 
appropriate retail 

along the arterials? 

The Intersection 

Finch Ave. 31 

How do  we create a 
vibrant pedestrian  
scaled  retail street? 



 

The Intersection 

Retail vs. Arterials 
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The Intersection 

How do we connect 
community 

amenities to open 
spaces? 

How can building 
heights support 
public realm? 

Finch Ave. 33 



  

 
  

 
 

The Intersection - Potential Interim Conditions? 

EXISTING MALL 

Uses/programming 
for easement? 

EXISTING MALL 

Existing 
driveway as 

public realm? 

EXISTING MALL 

Potential interim 
mall entrance? 

Potential 
supermarket 
relocation? 
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 Key Questions for Discussion 
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Key Questions for Discussion 

• Do the built form scenarios presented for Jane 
Street and Finch Avenue West best respond to the 
unique character and opportunities presented 
along these streets? 

• Will the proposed approach for redevelopment of 
the mall sites at The Intersection deliver animated 
public spaces, walkable streets, and vibrant retail? 
What are key design considerations for the 
phasing of mall redevelopments? 

• Does the built form strategy respond to the unique 
context of highway, hydro-corridor and MSF? 
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Thank you! 
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